BEEF WEEK 2017

Thank you to everyone who came to our open day last week as part of Beef Week. The
bulls had their first wash, it is always interesting bringing 80 plus bulls into a confined
space for any period of time. Last week we also conducted our service ability testing with
Holbrook Vet Clinic. Service ability testing is one of those things that not many do nowadays
but we think it is still very important to ensuring full functionality of the bulls.

Sorting the bulls into lot order

Bulls penned and ready to go

Spring sale bulls get nosey

BULL VIDEOS ON WEBSITE

We have uploaded videos of the sale bulls onto our website. The bulls offered in this year's
sale exhibit an impressive combination of phenotype and EBV's. Click the link below to
preview the bulls.
WATCH VIDEOS

SALE BULL LOTS

The sale is a little over a month away. We believe that there is a really even line of bulls on
offer this year. The bulls are well muscled with good butt shape and high growth. Below
are a couple of bulls that exhibit strong phenotypes and rank in the top 1% for selected
Breedplan traits.

Lot 4 L415: Suitable heifer bull out of a very good Unlimited donor cow who has three
sons in the sale. Top 1% for scrotal size and moderate mature cow size. Flush brothers
are L452 and L459.

WATCH LOT 4 VIDEO

Lot 10 L110: Very first son of LT Driven. We inspected LT Driven in 2012. As you’ll see
in this bull he has exceptional phenotype, visual muscle and very correct structure.
L110 ranks in the top 1% for Rump fat and top 10% for IMF.

WATCH LOT 10 VIDEO

NEW YARDS AT BREAKFAST CREEK

Construction of the new yards at Breakfast Creek is almost complete. We expect the yards
will reduce labour, improve safety and make it easier on the cattle.

Before

After

Inspired by the work we had done at Breakfast Creek and on advice from the yard builders
I put the drone up yesterday while the boys were inducting some cattle at The Mount
Feedlot at Forbes. The idea was to get some video and images on how the cattle move
through the yard to help with any new design we may do. Not long after taking a few images
I found the drone under attack from cockatoos. It was a lucky escape (see footage at
1m04s)!

LAST USA RANCH: KREBS RANCH

Back in February, Krebs had their 37th Annual Bull Sale. They sold 276 bulls with a top
price of $49,000 USD and an average of $5,732 USD.The Little Joe first calvers were doing
a really good job on their calves. The Barstow Cash, Black Jack and Stimulator donor cows
also looked impressive. Krebs just purchased a new bull Panther Cr Incredible who is in
the top 1% for weaning weight and yearling weight.

Photo of Adam Withers and fellow Angus breeders from Australia at Krebs Ranch.
Source: Krebs Ranch Facebook

White fences as far as you can see

Cows and calves on display

